General Ramadan:
8 things to know about Ramadan (General about Ramadan)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otD2MEN48PY&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop

Discovering the true meaning of Ramadan (General Ramadan)
https://www.thenational.ae/arts-culture/discovering-the-true-meaning-of-ramadan-1.363245

A Funny Day in RAMADAN: (Khalid Al Ameri - 2020 Dubai)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DopK-Yq31NQ

When is Eid al-Fitr 2020: Everything you need to know (22/05 - General Eid)

RAMADAN 2020 - Australia

More than a billion Muslims anticipate 'sad and quiet' Ramadan in coronavirus isolation
(19/04 - International and Australia)

Muslims prepare for a very different Ramadan (19/04 - Sydney Morning Herald)

RAMADAN 2020 announcement - Islamic Council of Victoria: (20/04)

Message from PM to Muslims - What is Ramadan (23/04)
https://www.facebook.com/197070314013807/posts/1349969618723865/?vh=e&d=n

Muslims in Australia keep Ramadan spirit alive despite coronavirus restrictions (24/04)

Ramadan in the time of a global pandemic (SBS - 24/04)

ABC Sydney on Ramadan (26/04)
https://www.facebook.com/110569469014/posts/10158552720609015/?vh=e&d=n

Iftar then and now: Breaking the Ramadan fast in 2020 (1/05)

ABC In 10 Years this might be remembers as the best Ramadan ever (02/05)
How has observing Ramadan changed amid coronavirus measures? | The Drum (08/05)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3GzFzC2Ogjl&feature=youtu.be

'It's a very different Ramadan': how coronavirus has upended ancient rituals (12/05)

In isolation, the real meaning of Ramadan is hitting home for me (15/05)
https://www.sbs.com.au/topics/voices/culture/article/2020/05/15/isolation-real-meaning-ramadan-hitting-home-me

Ramadan during the coronavirus pandemic — how a new perspective made me feel less alone (20/05)

My Ramadanh in Lockdown (21/05 - Ramdan alone)
https://www.facebook.com/1405788993010811/posts/2604467619809603/?vh=e

Scott Morrison thanks Australia's Muslims for coronavirus efforts in Eid message (22/05)

'Taking it in our stride': Eid with a difference for Sydney's Muslim community (23/05 - SMH)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qnPM_Czq2hy9i0eA2JjVndeW1a8PYxLNaX0Y65MO3o/edit

Eid al-Fitr will be marked on Sunday, but with coronavirus restrictions still in place, it will be unlike any before it. Community leaders are urging worshippers to pray at home (24/05)

RAMADAN 2020 International Perspective:

How coronavirus challenges Muslims’ faith and changes their lives - Dr Mehmet Ozalp (02/04)

How will the coronavirus pandemic change Ramadan for Muslims? (23/04 - World wide)

To Fast or Not to Fast—That Is the Coronavirus Question for Ramadan (23/04)

A global look inside a Ramadan dampened by coronavirus (08/05)

10 Million Meals (The World's Largest Donation Box) (10/05 - Dubai Zakah during Ramadan)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WsBOctV_m8